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Objective: To investigate changes in arm hand skilled
performance during and after active rehabilitation in
(sub)groups of subjects with cervical spinal cord injuries.
Design: Longitudinal multi-centre cohort study.
Patients: Persons with cervical spinal cord injuries during
(n = 57) and after (n = 35) rehabilitation.
Methods: Patients from 8 Dutch rehabilitation centres received therapy as usual. At 3 time-points during active rehabilitation and one year after discharge arm hand skilled
performance was measured using the Van Lieshout hand
function test, the Grasp Release Test (for basic activities)
and the Functional Independence Measure and the Quadriplegia Index of Function (for complex activities).
Results: Arm hand skilled performance continues to improve
over the entire rehabilitation period, mostly in the first stage
of active rehabilitation, and especially in persons with a motor incomplete lesion. Persons with a motor incomplete lesion achieve higher arm hand skilled performance outcome
than those with a motor complete lesion. After rehabilitation
arm hand skilled performance does not decline.
Conclusion: Monitoring the outcome of arm hand skilled
performance at the level of basic and complex activities during the whole rehabilitation phase may guide therapists in
further optimizing therapy.
Key words: tetraplegia, rehabilitation outcome, upper extremity,
skills.
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Introduction
In persons with a cervical spinal cord injury (C-SCI) arm and
hand impairments play a major role in the rehabilitation (1–3)
and, for the greater part, determine the level of functioning (4).
According to the International Classification of Functioning,
Disability and Health (ICF), “functioning” can be described
on the level of: (i) structure and function, (ii) activity, and
(iii) participation (5). As the level of activities includes a
broad range of activities of different complexity, a distinction

can be made between basic activities, such as grasping and
moving objects, and complex activities, such as dressing and
grooming. In the present study, the term “arm hand function”’
(AHF) refers to the ICF “function” level, whereas the term “arm
hand skilled performance” (AHSP) or upper extremity skilled
performance refers to the “activity” level in accordance with
the ICF nomenclature.
In order to establish a good rehabilitation policy, insight
into the functional deficits, recovery process and rehabilitation outcome is necessary. Information about outcome and the
recovery process of the arm and hand at the level of activities
is also important because persons with C-SCI expect a better
quality of life if their AHSP improves (1–3, 6) and because
patients want to know what they will be able to do with their
arm and hand.
Most outcome studies in persons with C-SCI describe recovery and outcome of the upper extremity at the level of function,
such as neurological recovery (7–11) and recovery of muscle
power (12–14), but less has been reported about the recovery
and outcome at the activity level. Only a few outcome studies
described AHSP on the level of “complex” activities, such as
self-care and mobility skills, measured by, for example, the
Modified Barthel Index (MBI) (4, 15–18), the Functional Independence Measure (FIMTM) (14, 19, 20) or the Quadriplegia
Index of Function (QIF) (21). However, the outcome of these
complex activities cannot be attributed to the performance
of the arm and hand alone. Outcome at the level of “basic”
activities, on the other hand, provides more detailed information concerning what persons with C-SCI are actually able to
do with their arm and hand in terms of basic arm skills, such
as reaching and fine motor skills. Little has been published on
the level of basic activities. Information on the latter level can
be obtained by the Van Lieshout Test (VLT) (22–24) and the
Grasp Release Test (GRT) (25). The VLT is a new test battery,
designed to provide objective information about the quality
of the movement of arm and hand. It describes and scores
the way the arm and hand is used while performing different
skills. The GRT is a quantitative test that expresses how many
times a specific task can be performed (26). Harvey et al. (27)
described the long-term outcome of the GRT in persons with
C-SCI, but this was not a longitudinal study and did not give
insight into the development of AHSP.
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Because of the small amount of information on AHSP, especially at the level of basic activities, and the importance of
AHSP in persons with C-SCI, the present longitudinal study
examines the outcome and development of AHSP at the level
of basic and complex activities.
The length of inpatient rehabilitation stay varies in different countries, e.g. the length of stay in the Netherlands is, in
general, longer than in the USA (28). This should be taken
into consideration when comparing outcome at discharge. The
present study analyses the outcome of AHSP in 2 stages during
active rehabilitation. As some studies report that changes take
place after discharge (4, 9, 10, 18, 29), this study will investigate changes in AHSP up to one year after discharge.
Furthermore, as outcome in AHSP is expected to be different depending on the completeness of the lesion (13–15), the
present study investigates the outcome of AHSP not only in
the total group of patients with C-SCI in general, but also in
the persons with a motor complete or motor incomplete C-SCI.
To give more detailed information about AHSP within these
2 groups, each of them will be divided into 2 subgroups with
either a high or low C-SCI.
The aim of this study is to analyse the changes in AHSP during and after active rehabilitation in persons with C-SCI, and
answer the following questions: (i) Is there an improvement in
AHSP during and after rehabilitation in persons with a C-SCI?
(ii) Is there a difference in progress in AHSP during different
stages of rehabilitation and between (sub)groups during (and
after) rehabilitation? (iii) Is there a difference in rehabilitation
outcome between (sub)groups of persons with a C-SCI during
and after rehabilitation?
Methods
Subjects
Eight Dutch rehabilitation centres specialized in the rehabilitation
of persons with SCI participated in this programme. Patients with
an acute SCI were followed from onset of rehabilitation to one year
after discharge.
For the rehabilitation phase, 57 persons with a C-SCI who participated in this longitudinal cohort study were selected. Inclusion criteria
were C-SCI (including T1-level), age between 18 and 65 years, performed all tests at the 3 measurement moments during rehabilitation.
Exclusion criteria were C-SCI with severe additional neurological,
orthopaedic or rheumatological diseases that might interfere with the
activities of daily living (ADL) functioning and upper limb skilled
performance. For the post-rehabilitation phase, 35 persons with a
C-SCI were selected who performed the tests at discharge and at one
year after rehabilitation.
Persons were classified by lesion characteristics according to the
International Standards for Neurological Classification of Spinal
Cord Injury (30). During the upper extremity measurements, the best
hand was assessed. Therefore, subjects were categorized by motor
level of the best hand at the start of rehabilitation. Patients were also
classified as motor complete or motor incomplete according to the
American Spinal Injury Association Impairment Scale (AIS) at the
start of rehabilitation (30). Different groups were identified: i.e. the
total group of persons with a C-SCI (total), persons with a motor
complete C-SCI (AIS A or B, (AB group)) and persons with a motor
incomplete C-SCI (AIS C or D, (CD group)). Furthermore, the latter
2 groups were divided into 4 subgroups: i.e. persons whose best hand
was rated at C5–C6 motor level with an A or B AIS score (high AB);
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persons whose best hand was rated at C3–C6 motor level with a C or
D AIS score (high CD); persons whose best hand was rated at C7–T1
motor level with an A or B AIS score (low AB); and persons with
their best hand at C7–T1 motor level with a C or D AIS score (low
CD) (30). Persons whose best hand was rated C3–C4 motor level with
an AIS C or D score experience upper limb impairment, but are able
to perform upper extremity measurements. Therefore these persons
were also included in the present study. Persons with a C3–C4 motor
level with an AIS A or B score were excluded from the present study,
because they were not able to perform activities related to upper
extremity measurements.
All subjects gave their informed consent. The protocol of the present
study was approved by the medical ethics committee of the Rehabilitation Foundation Limburg and the Institute for Rehabilitation Research
in Hoensbroek, the Netherlands.
Procedures
Measurements were conducted by trained research assistants according
to a standardized protocol encompassing 3 measurement moments during active rehabilitation. t1 at the start of the active rehabilitation, was
defined as the moment subjects were just able to sit in their wheelchair
for at least 3 consecutive hours. Patients should be free of their halo
or corset. t2 was 3 months later. t3 was at the time of discharge. t4
was the follow-up measurement for the post-rehabilitation phase at
one year after discharge.
Measurements
Tests used to measure AHSP at the level of basic activities were the
VLT and the GRT. Tests used to measure AHSP at the level of complex
activities according to the ICF were the FIMTM and the QIF.
VLT-SF. The VLT (23, 24) assesses the quality of a movement of arm
and hand in persons with C-SCI. In the present study the short version
or the research version of the VLT (VLT-SF) consisting of 10 items
was used. Some items involved basic arm skills, such as forward
reaching, other items involved hand and finger skills, such as thumb
closure and finger strength. The items pen grip, lighting a match and
opening a bottle involved manipulation of objects. Each item has been
scored between 0 and 5 for the best hand, whereby score 0 represents
that accomplishment of the task was not possible at all and score 5
represents the highest level of performance. The total maximum score
was 50. The criterion validity, the inter-rater reliability, the intra-rater
reliability and the internal consistency of the VLT-SF were found to
be very good (23). The VLT-SF is sensitive to detect changes in AHSP
during rehabilitation in people with C-SCI (31).
GRT. In the GRT (25) subjects grasp, move and release 6 different
objects as many times as possible in 3 30-second trials for each object.
For the present study the average number of successful trials of the
best hand was noted for each item and the total score was the sum of
the 6 item scores. As the GRT did not have a set maximum score, 200
was considered as a physical limit. This was done after testing people
with unimpaired arm hand performance. The GRT was found to be
sensitive to change in persons with C-SCI (31).
FIMTM. FIMTM assesses the level of independence of the persons (32). It
was found to be useful in detecting changes in functional performance
over time in persons with tetraplegia (31, 33). In the present study only
the Motor score of the FIM (FIMmot) was used, consisting of 13 items
(34). Each item was scored (self-reported) on a 7-point scale varying
from total assistance (1) to complete independence (7), resulting in a
maximum score of 91.
QIF. QIF is a specific and sensitive instrument to document the functional improvements achieved during the rehabilitation of tetraplegic
patients (35) and is able to detect changes in persons with C-SCI during rehabilitation (31). In the current study the short-form QIF was
used, which has a high correlation with the long full version of the
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QIF (36) and consists of 6 ADL. Each item was scored (self-reported)
on a 5-point scale (0–4) in order of increasing independence, with a
maximum total score of 24. The item “lock the wheelchair” was scored
as “independent” if a patient could perform this item or if the person
no longer used a wheelchair.
Data analysis
One of the programme partners combined the data into a collective
database (www.fbw.vu.nl/onderzoek/A4zon/ZONenglish). The database was verified by checking data with the original forms and by
inquiring the research assistants.
To evaluate the progress in AHSP, the median values of the raw
scores for each group were used for the 4 different test batteries at
the 4 measurement sessions.
A Friedman 2-way analysis of variance by ranks test was used to
check whether there was a statistically significant difference in test
scores of the VLT, the GRT, the QIF, and the FIMmot across the 3
measurements (t1, t2 and t3). To test in which interval the score had
significantly improved during and after rehabilitation, multiple comparison analysis was performed using the Wilcoxon matched-pairs
signed-rank test and a Bonferroni correction was applied within each of
the 4 test battery conditions. To assess whether there was a significant
difference in the amount of improvement between the consecutive
intervals, t1–t2 and t2–t3, a Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test
was used. To identify statistically significant differences in the amount
of progress and in the outcome of AHSP between groups during and
after rehabilitation, a Mann-Whitney U-test was used. The level of
significance was set at α < 0.05.

Results
Subjects
Group composition, including mean time between date of
injury and date of measurements, are presented in Table I. Of
the 57 participants in the rehabilitation phase, 34 were also

Table I. Population and mean times of measurements
Rehabilitation
n

%

Total population
Male
Female
AB
CD
High AB
High CD
Low AB
Low CD

57
45
12
32
25
21
20
11
5
Mean

100
79
21
56
44
37
35
19
9
Range

Age (years) at injury
Days from injury to t1
Days from injury to t2
Days from injury to t3
Days from injury to t4
Days from t3 to t4

38
117
195
396

18–64
20–308
46–404
129–819

Post-rehabilitation
n
35
27
8
22
13
14
11
8
2
Mean

%
100
77
23
63
37
40
31
23
6
Range

35

18–56

836
402

474–1210
278–616

AB (C-SCI with AIS (Asia Impairment Scale) A or B); CD (C-SCI
with AIS C or D); high AB (C5–C6 SCI with AIS A or B); high CD
(C3–C6 SCI with AIS C or D); low AB (C7–T1 SCI with AIS A or B);
low CD (C7–T1 SCI with AIS C or D).
t1: start of active rehabilitation; t2: 3 months after t1; t3: at discharge;
t4: one year after discharge.
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included in the post-rehabilitation phase. One person who was
not included in the rehabilitation phase, because of a missing t2
measurement, did participate in the post-rehabilitation phase.
The number of participants in the post-rehabilitation phase was
lower because subjects were no longer interested or refused
to participate (n = 11), were not yet discharged (n = 4), moved
abroad (n = 4), had died or developed additional medical problems (n = 2) or for other logistical reasons (n = 2).
Outcome
Medians, interquartile ranges of the VLT, GRT, FIMmot and
QIF scores for the total, the AB and the CD group at t1, t2 and
t3 are presented in Fig. 1a and at t3 and t4 in Fig. 1b. Medians,
interquartile ranges of the VLT, GRT, FIMmot and QIF scores
during and after rehabilitation for both the high and both the
low subgroups are presented in Fig. 2a and 2b.
Active rehabilitation phase
The total, the AB and the CD groups demonstrate an improvement in AHSP, as measured by all test batteries used, across
the 3 measurements (Friedman, p < 0.001). This improvement
can be seen in the first and second stages of rehabilitation
(p < 0.001). Comparing the amount of improvement in AHSP
between intervals, the total and the CD group demonstrate
more improvement in the first interval than in the second on
all test batteries used (p < 0.005). For the AB group the amount
of improvement between intervals was less pronounced. Only
the VLT demonstrates statistically more improvement in the
first interval than in the second (p < 0.05). These findings
were corroborated by the fact that the CD group makes more
progress than the AB group in the first interval, as measured
by all test batteries used (p < 0.005), except for the VLT. At the
end of rehabilitation, the CD group achieves a higher outcome
than the AB group on AHSP, as measured by all test batteries
used (p < 0.003).
For persons with a high C-SCI similar findings are observed
as in the total groups (see Fig. 2a). For persons with a low CSCI, an improvement in AHSP can be seen on all test batteries
used between t1 and t2, however this was only statistically
significant for the low AB group (p < 0.01). In the second
interval, the low AB group demonstrates an improvement on
the QIF and the FIMmot (p < 0.01).
Post-rehabilitation phase
Fig. 1b shows only minor changes in AHSP. Note that the t3
values of the rehabilitation phase (Fig. 1a) and of the postrehabilitation phase (Fig. 1b) are different group compositions. Although the AB group demonstrates a small increase
on the FIMmot, the improvement was statistically significant
(p < 0.05). Comparing the amount of improvement between
groups, the AB group demonstrates statistically significantly
more progress on the FIMmot than the CD group (p < 0.01).
The outcome on AHSP at t4 was higher for the CD group than
for the AB group and this was statistically corroborated for the
GRT and the VLT (p < 0.05).
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Fig. 1. Outcome measures of arm hand skilled performance (AHSP) (a) during rehabilitation and (b) after rehabilitation for total group, AB and CD
group. VLT (Van Lieshout Test), GRT (Grasp Release Test), FIM (Functional Independence Measure, motor), QIF (Quadriplegia Index of Function).
X-axis: total (total group of persons with C-SCI); AB (C-SCI with AIS (Asia Impairment Scale) A or B); CD (C-SCI with AIS C or D).
 : t1 (start of active rehabilitation);  : t2 (3 months after t1);  : t3 (at discharge);
: t4 (one year after discharge).
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Fig. 2. Outcome measures of arm hand skilled performance (AHSP) (a) during rehabilitation and (b) after rehabilitation for 4 groups: high AB, high CD,
low AB and low CD group. VLT (Van Lieshout Test), GRT (Grasp Release Test), FIM (Functional Independence Measure, motor), QIF (Quadriplegia
Index of Function). X-axis: high AB (C5-C6 SCI with AIS (Asia Impairment Scale) A or B); high CD (C3-C6 SCI with AIS C or D); low AB (C7-T1
SCI with AIS A or B); low CD (C7-T1 SCI with AIS C or D).
 : t1 (start of active rehabilitation);  : t2 (3 months after t1);  : t3 (at discharge);
: t4 (one year after discharge).
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For the high C-SCI subgroups, findings are similar to those
of the total group (see Fig. 2b). There are, however, a few
differences: the changes on the FIMmot are very small, the
high CD group demonstrates an increase in the median QIF,
whereas the total group demonstrates a slight decrease and the
outcome of the FIMmot at t4 is additionally to the GRT and
the VLT statistically significantly higher for the CD group than
for the AB group (p < 0.05). The low AB group demonstrates
significant progress on the FIMmot (p < 0.018), as in the total
AB group, and makes statistically more progress on the FIMmot than the low CD group (p < 0.05), which demonstrates a
decrease in the FIMmot.
Discussion
The aim of the present study was to analyse changes in AHSP
during and after rehabilitation in (sub)groups of persons with
a C-SCI.
Improvement in AHSP during and after rehabilitation
In general, all persons with C-SCI improve with regard to arm
hand skilled performance on the level of basic and complex
activities during the 2 stages of active rehabilitation. Postrehabilitation, changes in AHSP are very small. No decline in
AHSP was observed.
It was expected that AHSP would improve in the first stage
of rehabilitation, as described in earlier reports stating that
improvement in general skills and neurological recovery takes
place in the initial phase of the rehabilitation (9, 10, 13, 15). As
to the second rehabilitation stage, less progress was expected
(4, 8–10). In contrast, the present study revealed significant
improvement in AHSP. This is even more remarkable as the
second stage of the present study started at on average 195 days
post-injury, because of late onset of intensive active training
due to patients wearing a halo or corset and patients were able
to sit for 3 consecutive hours. In the study of Yarkony et al.
(15) tetraplegic patients were already discharged at (on average) 121 days post-injury. Similar data were found in several
other outcome studies in the USA (4, 28).
The fact that significant changes in AHSP are observed a
long time after the injury gives rise to 2 considerations. The
first is to what extent the improvement in AHSP is influenced
by neurological recovery or by active rehabilitation. Yarkony
et al. (15) reported that functional improvement occurs most
rapidly during inpatient rehabilitation, attributing this effect
to the combination of neurological recovery, intensity of
training and multidisciplinary approach. Furthermore, Burns
& Ditunno (8) and Waters et al. (9, 10) described that most
neurological recovery occurs in the first 6 months after injury,
with the highest speed of recovery in the first 3–6 months. As
in the present study, inpatient rehabilitation was longer and
the start of active training was later than in earlier mentioned
USA studies, possible effects of spontaneous recovery might
have been less, especially in the latter part of the rehabilitation phase. This will be studied in future research. As the start
of the active rehabilitation in the present study was later, it
J Rehabil Med 40

is conceivable that functional improvement on AHSP might
occur at a later stage. On the other hand, it might also be possible that improvement in AHSP carries on longer, because of
the longer inpatient stay. Post et al. (28), for example, found a
slightly better functional outcome in persons with tetraplegia
in the Netherlands compared with the USA. Further research is
needed to assess the influence of these factors on the outcome
of AHSP. The second consideration is that the present study
investigated changes in AHSP, whereas other outcome studies looked at more general skills, as measured by the MBI (4,
15–18), or at neurological recovery (13). One could argue that
the recovery of AHSP carries on longer than general functional
skills and neurological recovery. On the other hand, it might
also be possible that the test batteries used in the present study
are more sensitive to detect the small changes in AHSP, in
contrast to those used in other studies.
After rehabilitation, only weak changes in AHSP were expected because of the rather small number of patients participating in the post-rehabilitation phase and because of evidence
from earlier research that improvement after discharge is very
limited and slow (11, 14, 29). The present study showed that
the level of AHSP does not decline post-discharge. However,
data from larger groups is required to make more detailed
inferences.
Difference in progress of AHSP between stages of the
rehabilitation and between groups
In general, it can be concluded that more progress in AHSP
is made during the first stage of rehabilitation than during the
second stage and this is more pronounced in persons with a
motor incomplete lesion. The latter can be attributed to the
training capacities of persons in the first stage of rehabilitation. Persons with an incomplete lesion have more residual
function and a greater potential, i.e. the larger possibilities
to compensate function loss, and may take a quicker start in
rehabilitation. As most neurological recovery takes place in the
first 6 months after injury (8–10), most recovery in functional
outcome is also expected in the first stage of rehabilitation. Our
findings are also in accordance with findings of Ditunno et al.
(13, 14) who reported that persons with an incomplete lesion
reach a plateau earlier than those with a complete lesion.
In persons with a motor complete lesion the difference in
progress between the first and second stage was less pronounced,
except for the basic activities. Basic activities, which involve
more isolated movements of body parts, may be easier to train
and perform at the beginning of the rehabilitation, especially
for persons with a complete lesion. Complex activities, on the
other hand, involve whole body movement, such as transfers
and other gross motor daily activities, and will be trained later
in the rehabilitation in persons with less residual capacity,
such as persons with a complete lesion. This explanation is in
accordance with our finding that the differences in progress in
AHSP between the complete and the incomplete group is more
pronounced in the first interval for the complex activities.
Although differences in progress between groups after
rehabilitation are very small, progress of the FIM, in which
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persons with a complete lesion demonstrate an increase and
persons with an incomplete lesion a slight decrease, is statistically significant. However, different and small group sizes and
within-group variability limit further conclusions.
Difference in rehabilitation outcome of AHSP between motor
complete and motor incomplete groups
Taking into account the differences in amount of improvement,
it can be concluded that at the end of the rehabilitation phase,
persons with a motor incomplete lesion reach a higher outcome
than those with a motor complete lesion. This is in accordance
with other studies on outcome and recovery, which reported
that persons with an incomplete C-SCI attained a higher outcome on neurological recovery, on upper extremity strength
and a higher FIMTM score (7, 13, 15, 20, 29, 37). After rehabilitation, persons with an incomplete lesion achieve a higher
outcome on AHSP than those with a motor complete lesion.
The fact that statistically this was corroborated only by the
VLT and the GRT might be attributed to the larger interquartile
ranges of the data on complex activities.
Methodological considerations and future research
There are some limitations to the present study. It included
57 persons in the rehabilitation phase and 35 in the postrehabilitation phase. One might argue that these groups are
not very large. However, they are a good representation of
the total C-SCI population in the Dutch rehabilitation centres
specialized in SCI treatment. A small number of persons with a
C-SCI were excluded from the programme for various reasons,
i.e. progressive diseases, psychological problems, language
problems or refusing to participate in the programme. Also
the post-rehabilitation group is representative: the only difference with the rehabilitation group was the smaller percentage
of persons with an incomplete lesion. To give more detailed
information on lesion level, the groups were divided into
subgroups, which sometimes resulted in very small groups
(e.g. especially the low C-SCI motor incomplete group in the
post-rehabilitation phase). Analyses were also performed after
splitting the C3–C6 CD group into C3–C4 CD and C5–C6 CD
subgroups, but this did not provide additional information. To
obtain more detailed information about each lesion level, more
data need to be gathered. Another restriction was that only the
best hand was measured for the VLT and the GRT. As a consequence, some people did not make much progress, because
they had almost reached the maximum score with their best
hand. Other people were excluded because their “best hand”
was unimpaired. Some data show large interquartile ranges,
indicating that variance is somewhat high. This might reduce
when assessing a larger sample. Nevertheless, progress still
remained statistically significant, with exception in the postrehabilitation phase, indicating variance was less of a problem
in this study. On the other hand, a lack of statistical significance
because of high variance does not necessarily mean that there
is no clinically meaningful change.
When interpreting the results of the FIMTM and the QIF, one
should bear in mind that these complex activities are not solely
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influenced by arm and hand, but also by the whole body (31),
especially in persons with an incomplete lesion.
Most studies described the total group of tetraplegic persons,
making a distinction at the level of completeness, i.e. complete
(AIS A) group vs the incomplete (AIS B, C and D) group (4, 9,
10, 15). In the present study, the motor complete (AIS A and B)
vs the motor incomplete (AIS C and D) group was described,
which was also done by Ditunno et al. (13). This division is
justified as most neurological recovery takes place in the first
6 months after injury with the highest rate of recovery in the
first 3 months (29) and the t1 measurement in the present study
was at a mean of 117 days (± 4 months) after injury.
The present study demonstrates that improvement of AHSP
carries on longer than improvement in AHF and general
functional skills, as described in other studies. However, the
inpatient stay is different in the present study. Future research
should examine the impact of length of stay, of period of inpatient rehabilitation and the impact of intensity and type of
training on outcome of AHSP. Furthermore, future research
should assess whether neurological recovery and changes in
AHF are related to changes in AHSP.
Monitoring the outcome of AHSP at the level of complex
and basic activities may guide therapists in further optimizing
therapy. Furthermore, one should realize that the evolution of
AHSP may vary in relation to the rehabilitation conditions.
However, (para)medical staff should be aware of patients’
potential so as to maximize functional outcome even after
discharge, especially when patients are discharged early.
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